A clay pot shattering on concrete
fragments of digital pottery
splintering out the tiny speaker
flat edges in succession
phonemes collapsing into square waves
my superior temporal gyrus sputters spatches of fert scerches
“Schris fib chatcs fis thinng for you to scarp scarpf”
full bars melting dazed digital glass breaking across speaker diaphragms
cach per suflichangks crèche frenspich
Mom, I’m gonna have to call you back.

After the Hackathon

Something about how it sounds when I make phone calls

would it be strange if I jerked off to your
powerpoint?

WIBW
Take my jelly home

Note to self

I’m not that into DDR

incomplete jokes

You got a slimy brain
That’s it, you’re going to die of cancer.
You don’t have to brush your teeth
when you’re dead
You could die any second at all
isn’t it strange to be trapped inside
a slimy brain?
The body ages
such an incapable host to my will
To be free

26 December, 2013
If you have spare caramel, that’s sparamel.
What you have there is sparamel.
24 December, 2013
I have a recurring daydream about cheese
burgers.
7 September, 2013
Population of San Francisco:
812,826 babes
25 August, 2013
“Her grip on reality is super sweaty”
-Nick Barry
9 July, 2013
Shine on you crazy download.
21 May, 2013
A CD-ROM with one corrupted Power
Point on it.

Tweets by @broabprobe

-What do sheep in Starwars say?
Degobah.

Hey babe,
what do you say
we catch some R&R;
a little R&D and D&D.
Put on a little R&B
at the B&B.

-Raisin booger at work. That’s uh......
that’s just a raisin.
-What’s so mean about Greenwich
meantime?

9/1/12

I’m having trouble getting anything done
today I’m too blissed out. So totally on
my ass blissed out. Flopped over, on my
ass blissed out. Probably the best day and
a half of all time. Not probably. Is.

Foods. I ate excellent foods all day.
Sophie has been sugaring my meat.
We went to the farmers market and she
convinced me to get a sausage and then
we split a maple bar

